How it All Started
I will never forget that first ride I took on a motorcycle. From that
moment on, I was hooked. I formed a lifelong bond that would
evolve and grow with every second I spent with these beautiful
machines. I bought my first motorcycle while attending Hamilton
College. But with a limited mechanical background, I quickly
realized this task was both tedious and time-consuming. After
working three years in corporate America, I realized the
"corporate life" was not for me. It was time to turn my dream of
working on motorcycles into a reality and pursue formal training.
My local motorcycle shop, which only staffed MMI graduates,
encouraged me to enroll in the program, and without hesitation, I
committed to a start date and moved down to Florida.
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“Without MMI, my dream
and success would have
never been possible.”

My Time at UTI
I constantly struggled throughout conventional instruction but MMI
was different. The hands-on training and emphasis on
professionalism engulfed me. The passion and enthusiasm of the
instructors along with my desire to fulfill my dream led me to the
top of my class. After only two years of schooling, I felt like I
gained 10 years of experience. The instructors encompassed a
large wealth of knowledge and real life experiences, which I loved
to tap into. MMI taught me how to handle real life scenarios with
confidence and class.
The Future is Bright
Graduation came faster than I expected, and within a month, I
opened my own shop.* My dream finally came true, thanks to the
training I received from MMI and my passion. I have been in
business for two years now and employ several MMI students.
This year I started an intern program and will be sponsoring one
select intern to attend MMI. We have been busy from the day we
opened our doors** and our MMI certificates are displayed loud
and proud in our showroom. Without MMI, my dream and
success would have never been possible. MMI was truly the final
piece to my puzzle of building my own shop.

*MMI cannot guarantee employment or salary. **MMI graduates' achievements
may vary. For information about our graduation rates, the median debt of
students who completed the program and other important information, visit our
website at www.uti.edu/disclosure.

